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WE APPRECIATE YOU TAKING THE TIME
TO READ OUR PROFILE
to choose the best option for your child.
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Cori

&

Andrew
from New York!

We can only imagine how difficult the decision you are making is.
We want you to know that we value the love you have for your child
and that we know you want the best for them.

W

e live together in Western New York with our dogs, Violet and
Beatrix, and our two cats Tibbers and Lily.

We want you to know that we are financially stable and own a home in a
family friendly community that is part of a great school district. We have
jobs that allow us flexibility to care for a child, while also affording us the
ability to pay for your child’s needs, education, and any extracurricular
activities they desire. Your child would never lack for love or fun or caring.
We love children and very much want to have a baby to love and nurture.
If you honor us by selecting us as the parents for your child, we promise
to love them unconditionally, to protect them, and to nurture them. We
also promise that your child will know that you love them and that your
decision was made from that love.
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e met back in high

switched majors to accounting,

school through a

Andy chose to major in business,

friend. Right away we

and we chose to attend schools

bonded and found ourselves

near our childhood homes so

having a lot of fun together.

we could be close to family.

After high school we thought

Cori finished her bachelor’s and

we would be separated but

MBA by 2014. Andy finished his

then we both decided to move

bachelor’s degree in 2014. We

to California for college. We

got married on 7/11/15, a date

continued dating through

that is hard to forget! We held

the completion of two-year

our wedding at a modern art

degrees, got engaged and

museum. Another exciting time

decided to move back to

was in 2016 when we bought

New York. At that point, Cori

our house.

VISITING NIAGARA FALLS

About
US
SHOWING OFF OUR LIGHTSABER IN GAL A XY’S EDGE

FUNDRAISING DINNER
ENJOYING THE GAME TOGETHER

Over a decade together, and five years
of marriage and we still are as in love as
ever. We appreciate humor and spending
time with those we love. Early on in our
relationship we knew we wanted to have
children. We discovered that having a
child via pregnancy was not to be. We
knew we still wanted to share our love,
our life, and support the growth of a
child. This led us to where we are now.

ABOUT

Cori

I

was born to a big loving family
with some family being immigrants
from Ireland. I believe the love

and care my family had for each
other shaped me to love relentlessly.
In my youth I became involved
with volunteering and fundraising
for the disabled community which
heightened my compassion for
others and my passion for equality.

MEE TING CINDERELL A WITH MY NIECE

I have loved music all my life. I have been
involved with choirs, musical theater and have
sang my fair share of karaoke! I also love water
activities such as swimming and boating. When
I need a relaxing day, I enjoy snuggling with my
pets while reading a mystery or watching funny
shows or movies.
I cannot wait to share life with a child and to
become involved in whatever interests our child
may have. I also am a lifetime learner and look
forward to helping our child learn.
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Cori is a Certified Public
Accountant. Cori works in the
accounting department for a
multinational railroad company.
Cori chose to go into accounting
because of the family friendly
benefits. The field of accounting
provides financial stability, job
security, a flexible work schedule,
the ability to work from home, as
well as great healthcare and
other benefits.

CORI AT A WEDDING
SINGING AT MY AUNT &
UNCLE ’S ANNIVERSARY

I

like to think that people see me
as friendly, even-tempered, self-

ABOUT

assured, and funny. I make a point to

help others even in everyday situations.
While some adults may not think I am a
comedic genius, the children in our life
seem to.

Andy

One of the largest influences on my
personality was my involvement in
sports. I played baseball, football, and basketball
in school during which I learned to be optimistic,
supportive, and dependable. During high school I
became a basketball coach at my recreation center
and spent my senior year being the assistant PE

ALL SMILES WITH DONALD DUCK

teacher for my middle school. I believe that the traits
that make a successful teacher/coach are the same
as those of a good father, being reliable, having
compassion, and being encouraging.
I cannot wait to introduce a child to superheroes,
Star Wars and to make new discoveries
together. I am excited to share in
laughter and to make them feel safe
and comforted by our love.

VISITING A LOCAL FARM
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FUN WITH
MY NEPHEW

Andy started in
management and sales
where he was successful.
He helped with training
new employee classes but
did not feel like he was making a large enough positive change
in the workplace. This led him to Human Resources. Andy likes
working with different groups of people to gain perspective and
improve the overall morale of the company through new policies
and procedures. Having a large and lasting impact on the work
environment is Andy’s goal.

Our

HOME &

COMMUNITY
We
love living in
New York!

W

e are located near Lake Ontario
in western New York. We live in
a multicultural, family-friendly,

residential neighborhood where there are
many families with children and pets. Cori is
also involved in the neighborhood association
that helps bring a sense of community to our
area. We have a fenced in yard with plenty of
room to play. In addition to our big fencedin back yard, we also live in close walking
distance to a park.

HOME SWEET HOME

Our

Fur “Children”
We have two dogs, Violet and Beatrix; and two cats,
Tibbers and Lily. Our more senior dog Violet is calm,
sweet, and gentle. Beatrix is energetic and loves to
play tug of war, fetch or just run around. Both dogs love
food, people, and attention. Tibbers thinks she is the
boss but loves to lay on our laps. Lily is curious, playful,
and affectionate.

LILY

Our fur “children” are a special part of our family. Caring
for animals requires love, patience, and responsibility.
We love animals and hope that our future child will love

BEATRIX

them and learn from them.
TIBBERS

VIOLET

our

Hobbies
&
interests

W

e have many different interests that we
fill our free time with. You can often find

us walking our dogs or playing in the

backyard with them.

WE LOVE DISNEY!

We enjoy attending the games of our local
sports teams. We also like to have dinner,
play games, and sing karaoke with family and
friends. We live close to beaches and parks
where we like to swim and go boating when
we are able. Our niece Alexis loves to make
sandcastles with Uncle Andy.
When we watch tv, we generally watch
something funny. Separately, Cori likes to watch
mysteries, while Andy likes
to watch sports and funny

OUR

PL AYING OUTSIDE WITH
BEATRIX

Favorites

FAVORITE DESSERT:

FAVORITE GAME:

Cori: Anything chocolate!
Andy: Snickers ice cream

Cori: Clue
Andy: Balderdash

FAVORITE SPORT:

FAVORITE BOOK:

Cori:
Andy:

Football

Just one? I guess Baseball.

Cori: The ABC Murders
Andy: Game of Thrones series

cartoons. We also like to
play fantasy video games
together. Andy also plays
some sports video games.

FAVORITE DISNEY MOVIE:

Cori: Moana
Andy: Hercules
FAVORITE SUPER HERO:

Cori:

Batman for DC and Luke Cage
for Marvel

Andy:

Superman for DC and

Wolverine for Marvel

A

ndy has two
brothers and three
stepsisters. His

close family all live
within a few of hours of
our home or closer. On

our

Family
&

Andy’s side there are lots of

friends

children, with five nieces and
one nephew that we see as often

FAMILY FUN AT A WEDDING

as possible.

WITH FAMILY AT OUR WEDDING

Cori parents live locally, as do her close-knit
extended family. Although Cori’s sister, brotherin-law and their children live in Canada, we
spend a lot of time talking to them and even
playing some long distance go-fish! We went to
Disney world with them in December and had a
great time together going on rides and seeing
various shows.

DINNER WITH ANDY’S FAMILY
WITH
CORI’S
SISTER

OPENING PRESENTS ON CHRISTMAS

CARVING PUMPKINS
WITH OUR NIECE

We frequently get together with our local family with for holidays,
birthdays, and just because! Cori’s Aunt and Uncle have a great
house for hosting pool parties for the family.
In addition to our nieces and nephews, we also have several friends
and cousins with young children. We love talking to all the children
in our life about their stories and latest accomplishments. One of
my cousins even runs a play place for children, so our child will have
many kids to play with.

Our
Thoughts on

parenting

O

ur future child will be
welcomed into our home with
a warm bed and nutritious

food, but beyond these basic
needs, we will ensure they receive
a great education. We will ensure
our future child knows they are
loved unconditionally. Their days
will be filled with enough structure
to foster a sense of safety, stability,
and trust while also being filled with
opportunities for fun, creativity,
exploration, and spontaneity.
We will make sure they feel safe and
protected, but they will have room to
grow, to make mistakes and to learn.
We believe it is important to provide
the reasoning behind our decisions
and rules so that when our child is
faced with a problem without us
present, they can use their reasoning
to make their own choices. We
will encourage questions to foster
curiosity and to make sure they know
they can talk to us or ask us about
anything. We may not always know
the answers, but when that happens
a journey of discovery begins!

One Last

Thank You

W

e are excited to

We would love to discuss

share our fun, our

how we can achieve the

We would love to

laughter, and our

level of involvement

hear from you!

joy with our future child.

you desire and feel

There would be no greater

comfortable with. You are

gift we could receive than

If you have additional

an important part of who

questions for us or would like to

they are and who they will

speak to us, please contact The

to be chosen to be parents.
Your child will know who you
are, and that this decision
was made of love.

be.

Cori and Andrew

Adoption Alliance by calling
1-800-626-4324.

